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by Julie o’Connort he road to the Doors of Weston started half  a world away. 

on a photographic odyssey to tibet in 2002, i was 

captivated by the remarkable images to be found in the streets, 

markets, temples and monasteries of  lhasa, as well as in the breathtaking 

landscapes of  the himalayas. in this extraordinary place, one constant that 

i found singularly entrancing was the doors, tibetan doors. these ranged 

from the Potala, the traditional palace of  the Dalai lama that is a World 

heritage site, to handcrafted rough-hewn doors on the homes of  peasants 

and to everything in between. open or closed, they suggested a richly visual 

and enticing invitation.

Doors are uniquely appealing for a variety of  reasons. they are simi-

lar in form and function to each other, but they are also surprisingly diverse. 

they immediately connote history, culture, time periods and architectural 

styles. but they also intrigue the mind with metaphor and possibility: What 

lies behind that door? Who made it? Who lives there now? Who lived there 

before? Why is it red, or yellow or blue? What is the meaning of  the sym-

bolism in transoms, knockers and knobs? 

how fascinating, this permeable membrane that separates our private 

and public space. how many stories could these doors tell, if  they could 

speak! like the oft-invoked observation that the eyes are windows into the 

soul, the door is the passageway into the home, into our lives and into the 

mysteries of  history. 

as i began sorting through the body of  work from tibet upon my 

return home, the palette of  deep reds, ochre yellows and intense blues—

and a fantastic kaleidoscope of  subject matter—proposed not only a port-

folio of  images, but also a collation in the form of  a Doors of Tibet poster.  

Door posters are not new. beginning with the famous Doors of Dublin,  

The road to the Doors of Weston started  

half a world away—in Tibet.

PLANNiNG: Doors of Weston

We worked with photographer Julie O’connor and editor Dan Burstein to 

map out their book. Julie’s photos had inspired a series of articles in the 

Weston Forum and were the core of the book. in order to serve the 

members of the Weston Historical Society, Julie and Dan proposed to 

include essays, a catalogue presenting historical information about all the 

locations, and the original newspaper articles. We guided and collaborated 

in every phase.

What we did:

• Set up an outline for the material

• Devised a format

• Plotted the number of pages, gave the a word count

•  Art directed and designed, i.e.: edited the photos; designed each spread; 

determined an editorial hierarchy for headings; met often with the 

authors and production maven George Davidson as well as the rep from 

the printer, imago, to make sure that everything was gorgeously printed
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